Introduction Theмintensiveмgrowthмofмmodernмindustryшмwhichм usingмasмtheмmainмenergyмsourceмhydrocarbonмfuelшм leads to a direct increasing of pollution by exhaust gases. This article narrates conversion technology of mediumмandмlowщpotentialмwasteмheatмofмgasмtransportм industry to electricity. Technology provides full elecщ tricityмautonomyмofмgasмcompressorмstationsш gas disщ tributionмstationsмandмpointsмofмshieldsш reducing the speciicмvalueмofмemissionмofмharmfulмsubstancesъ Secondary heat sources overview Theмmainмsourcesмofмmediumмandмlowщpotentialм waste heat are industrial production with unused thermalмpotentialмinмtheмfutureмirrevocablyмdischargedм intoмtheмenvironmentмwithмoutgoingмexhaustмgasesмorм coolantъмThisмleadsмtoмthermalмenvironmentalмpolluщ tionм andм toм reduceм theм competitivenessм ofм inishedм products associated with the energy lost in view of the cost of these products. Current productions of this kind are:
ferrousмmetallurgy; theмchemicalмindustry; manufactureмofмglass; ceramicsмproduction; manufactureмofмcement;
high power diesel generators; gas transportation industry (gas turbine engines). Sinceм theм юьььsшм theм worldм beganм activeм impleщ mentationм inм theм aboveм industriesм utilizingм steamм power plants operating on organic Rankine cycle (ORC). ORC utilization units provide conversion of wasteм heatм withм 8м toм э8м см absoluteм electricalм eiщ ciencyмwithoutмanyмextraмfuelмconsumptionшмdecreasщ ingмtheмspeciicмvalueмofмtheмemissionмofмharmfulмsubщ stances. Emission of production pollution of Russian's gas transmission network PAOм Gazprom мgasмtransmissionмnetworkмisмacщ companiedмbyмlargeмvolumesмofмemissionмofмharmfulм substances contained in the exhaust gas of GTU. Evaluationмofмtheмannualмvolumeмofмpollutantsмisмshownм atмigureм4м [эю] ъмIntegrationмofмORCмutilizationмunitsмtoм PAOм Gazprom мgasмtransmissionмnetworkмwillмproщ videмtheмreducingмofмaмrelativeмemissionмofмproductionм pollutionм byм ю5м съм Reducingм speciicм emissionsм isм achieved by converting the heat capacity of exhaust gases in the exhaust gas turbine engine into electrical energyшмwithoutмadditionalмcombustionмofмfuelъм Electricityмproductionмфяш9мGWхмwithoutмnecesщ sityмofмfuelмconsumptionмallowsмtoмestimateмsavingмofм naturalмfuelмresourcesъмTheмestimationмisмdoneмbyмtwoм ways: classical electricity production using GTU (efщ iciencyмя5мсхмandмcombinedмcycleмwithмGTUмandм steamм turbineм фeiciencyм 45м схъм Theм savingsм areм ээш99ьмandм9яяьмthousandмtonмofмconventionalмfuelм per year respectively. 
The principle of organic Rankine cycle

